
Tenant News

Balenciaga is scheduled to open in Highland Park 
Village in May 2014. The boutique will be located 
at 11 Highland Park Village.

Hermès will move in early June to their temporary 
location in the former William’s Sonoma location. 
The boutique will remain at 51 Highland The boutique will remain at 51 Highland Park 
Village, while their store undergoes renovations for 
the next 18 months.

Jimmy Choo will remain in their temporary location 
at 53 Highland Park Village until May 2014. 
 
Tory Burch will remain in their temporary location 
at 3 Highland at 3 Highland Park Village until May 2014.
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HIGHLIGHTS

We invite you to check out our Highland Park 
Village Magazine. In this spring issue we feature 
Dior’s spring show, which was held in the gardens of 
France’s Musée Rodin and resembled a dense, 
ethereal jungle of flowers. We also give you an 
inside look at the “it” bags of the season ranging in 
bright, flobright, floral inspired hues as well as pristine whites. 
In addition, fashion writer Holly Haber shares her 
conversation with Mr. Brunello Cusinelli. 

This season’s fashion editorial features supermodel 
Frida Gustavsson and is set in Palm Springs. “Spring 
Fever” features stunning spring fashion from 
designers such as Chanel, featured on our cover, 
AlAlexander McQueen, Dior and our newest tenants 
Brunello Cucinelli and Ermenegildo Zegna.
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Highland Park Village
Spring 2014 Magazine

With a top note of oud wood, middle note of jasmine, and bottom note of sandal wood, this rugged, lush, 
and intoxicating fragrance is sure to please the senses. Large candle available for $60.

LAFCO New York
66 Highland Park Village
Store Manager, Elissa Jakovljevic
214.522.8880
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Introducing LAFCO’s Hottest New Release, Club Room

For Summer 2014, our road trip continues to warmer climates and the stark landscape of the desert. Styling 
is casual, but with a flirty element. Coordinating matched-set remain essential, along with cropped silhouettes. 
Fabrics are fluid and drapey, allowing an effortless, easy shape.

Trina Turk
93 Highland Park Village
Nicki Mehew, Boutique Director
972.201.3330972.201.3330
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Trina Turk New Summer Arrivals
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Discover the romantic lace details and flowing materials of the Padova shirt dress and 
Perline macramé dress. Available exclusively at Highland Park Village this April.

Anne Fontaine
90 Highland Park Village

214.522.0070
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Anne Fontaine Introduces the New
Spring-Summer 2014 Dress Collection

First appearing in archival sketches, dating back to the 1950’s, the sunflower motif follows a renowned Harry 
Winston design aesthetic, of marrying nature’s beauty with the world’s most exquisite diamonds.  A romantic 
expression of classic Winston style, this scintillating collection of versatile and mesmerizing jewels, brightens 
life’s everyday moments.  

Harry Winston
19 Highland Park Village
Boutique Director, Amy WendtBoutique Director, Amy Wendt
214.647.5830
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Sunflower by Harry Winston

An accent on understated seduction. Fluid silhouettes play on transparency and opacity, in line with the body. 

Skin is subtly revealed. Athletic knits feature capped sleeves. Fluid satin is combined with silk organza, slashed
to show a glimpse of flesh. Tailoring is airy and light, partially bonded to mimic a traditional masculine 
structure. Dresses are effortless in ink, brick and natural tones. 

Continuing with the subtle transparency, a croc motif is appliquéd on sheer organza, featuring a plunging 
neckline with an enlarged sleeve that is tipped at the back. Tailoring becomes utilitarian yet seductive, in pure 
cotton silk cotton silk satin shirts and pants, with circular hardware details. 

Croc and daisy motifs are reinterpreted throughout the collection. Embellished croc jacquard is summer light 
in natural and earthy tones. Chopped and stamped print in chili and linen white. 
A daisy motif in silk devoré, washed silk cupro satin dresses in natural linen and powder colours, are paired 
with elongated jackets for an urban attitude. 

Sporty matte knitwear is constructed into athletic shapes with capped sleeves in plaster and black. Silk daisy 
floral jacquard is structural yet light in summer suits, and also featured on dresses and a bustier top paired 
with a flared skirwith a flared skirts with elastic belt tacking. 

Lace is engineered to trace the body. A subtle rose motif and slip dresses in silk organza are layered in soft 
volumes, strengthening the fragile lace in complimentary colors. 

Sunglasses are flat and cat eyed with geometric circular lenses in metallic, nude and celadon. Shoes have a 
sporty edge featuring welted soles inspired by menswear construction, chunky marble Lucite or wooden 
marble sustainable veneer stiletto heels. Beckett bags in oversized embossed navy croc and crushed metallic 
silk satin. Crushed oversized framed clutches in lace, print, jacquard, or echoing the utilitarian side of the 
collection in mecollection in metallic canvas and satin.

Stella McCartney
18 Highland Park Village
Boutique Director, Erin Benson
214.780.0469
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Stella McCartney Summer 2014 
Berry Lucia Daisy Jacquard Clutch

True to Mademoiselle's vision, the new Premiere 
Triple-Row watch takes the chain as its signature 
style. With emblematic details, from distinctive 
triple-row chain bracelets with interlaced leather to 
dazzling diamond accents, exceptional timepieces 
pay tribute to the iconic codes of the House. 

Visit Visit CHANEL Highland Park Village to discover 
the collection, or call 214.520.1055 to arrange a 
private viewing.  

Chanel
100 Highland Park Village #101
Boutique Director, Pilar Hubbard
214.520.1055
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CHANEL Introduces the 
Premiere Triple-Row Watch

FEATURED NEW S

Spring Décor

Highland Park Village is looking forward to spring and eagerly 
awaiting the new addition of our flowers around The Village. 
Each April, our shopping center plants around 5,000 bulbs 
including tulips and daffodils. The tulips located along Preston Road 
are normally a mix of two different blooms. One selection has a 
“tequila “tequila sunrise” essence where you can see vibrant shades of pink 
and yellow. Our other tulip exudes a deep purple, where lighter 
shades can be seen in the sunlight. Also, be sure to look for our 
Easter bunny topiaries around Highland Park Village in April
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COMING SOON
HAVING TROUBLE VIEWING THIS EMAIL? CLICK HERE TO VIEW ONLINE.
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